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This is not a book of magic tricks, but rather a book of tricks of the trade that will
make you look younger and more professional on stage. The same techniques
used by Hollywood stars. It is not my normal book on magic, but still, it is one of
the most important PDFs I have written.

Youth sells. I will say it again, youth sells. As performers get older, they often find
that their bookings diminish and that they lose gigs to younger performers. These
younger performers may not be more talented, but they are younger and
often preferred just because they are younger or younger looking. I know it
is not fair, but youth sells.

In this PDF, I reveal the Acupressure Technique (not to be confused with
acupuncture, as no pins or needles are used) that will knock years off your
appearance without surgery! Surgery is expensive. For example, a simple eye-lift
costs around $10,000, and a full facelift costs even more. Most entertainers can't
afford that. So, what are you to do? Luckily, the techniques I explain within will do
a lot to make you look younger. I did not invent the acupressure technique, as it
goes back to ancient China. If you follow the directions faithfully, you will be
amazed at the results.

Doing the acupressure exercises takes about 20 minutes each day for about a
month while sitting. After that, you can cut back to a few times a week.

You can do them while watching TV or a DVD. This is the way most people do
them. It makes it fast and easy and doesn't take time away from other
activities. Nothing else to buy.

Learn the secrets that Devin Knight has kept secret for over 20 years and watch
your wrinkles disappear like magic.
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